BLISS events

Mon Jun 5, 2017

12pm - 1:30pm  ** BLISS/SHARP Opening Lunch - For Mentors & Fellows
    Where: CGIS South 030 (Public Gathering Room)
    Calendar: BLISS events
    Created by: Jennifer Shephard

Tue Jun 6, 2017

6pm - 7:30pm  ** BLISS Orientation Dinner for Fellows
    Where: William James Hall 1550
    Calendar: BLISS events
    Created by: Jennifer Shephard

8pm - 9pm
    HSURV Fellow-initiated planning groups (attendance strongly encouraged)
    Where: Lev D-Hall
    Calendar: BLISS events
    Created by: Jennifer Shephard

Thu Jun 8, 2017

12pm - 12:15pm  (travel time)
    Calendar: BLISS events
    Created by: Jennifer Shephard

12:15pm - 1:15pm  ** BLISS & PRIMO Distinguished Speaker Lunch - Dustin Tingley
    Where: Dudley House 2nd Fl Lounge, Harvard Yard
    Calendar: BLISS events
    Created by: Jennifer Shephard
    Who: BLISS events, jmsheph@fas.harvard.edu, Marais

1:15pm - 1:30pm  (travel time)
    Calendar: BLISS events
    Created by: Jennifer Shephard

7:30pm - 9pm  ** BLISS et al. mandatory research integrity training
    Where: Science Center Hall B
    Calendar: BLISS events
    Created by: Jennifer Shephard

Thu Jun 15, 2017

12pm - 12:15pm  (travel time)
    Calendar: BLISS events
    Created by: Jennifer Shephard

12:15pm - 1:15pm  ** BLISS+ Lunch w/ Distinguished Speaker - David Cutler
    Where: TBD
    Calendar: BLISS events
    Created by: Jennifer Shephard
    Who: jmsheph@fas.harvard.edu

1:15pm - 1:30pm  (travel time)
    Calendar: BLISS events
    Created by: Jennifer Shephard
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Tue Jun 20, 2017

7:30pm - 9pm ** PRISE Distinguished Speaker - Noam Elkies
   Where: Dudley House Dining Toom
   Calendar: BLISS events
   Created by: Jennifer Shephard
   Description: Not at all required, but interesting and entertaining!

Thu Jun 22, 2017

6pm - 8:30pm ** BLISS+ Dinner w/ Distinguished Speaker - Gareth Cook
   Where: TBD
   Calendar: BLISS events
   Created by: Jennifer Shephard
   Who: BLISS events, jmsheph@fas.harvard.edu

Tue Jun 27, 2017

6pm - 8:30pm ** BLISS+ Dinner Workshop - Abstract Writing
   Created by: Jennifer Shephard
   Who: jmsheph@fas.harvard.edu

Thu Jun 29, 2017

11:30am - 12pm (travel time)
   Calendar: BLISS events
   Created by: Jennifer Shephard

12pm - 1:30pm
   ** BLISS+ Lunch w/ PRIMO at HBS for distinguished speaker event
   Calendar: BLISS events
   Created by: Jennifer Shephard
   Who: jmsheph@fas.harvard.edu

1:30pm - 2pm (travel time)
   Calendar: BLISS events
   Created by: Jennifer Shephard

Wed Jul 5, 2017

12:15pm - 12:30pm (travel time)
   Calendar: BLISS events
   Created by: Jennifer Shephard

12:30pm - 1:45pm ** BLISS+ Check-in Lunch
   Calendar: BLISS events
   Created by: Jennifer Shephard

1:45pm - 2pm (travel time)
   Calendar: BLISS events
   Created by: Jennifer Shephard

Fri Jul 7, 2017

9:45am - 10am (travel time)
   Calendar: BLISS events
   Created by: Jennifer Shephard
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10am - 1:30pm ** BLISS+ & SHARP Schlesinger Tour
Where: Radcliffe Quadrangle, 10 Garden St
Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: Jennifer Shephard
Who: Gregory A., jmsheph@fas.harvard.edu, BLISS events

1:30pm - 1:45pm (travel time)
Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: Jennifer Shephard

Tue Jul 11, 2017

12pm - 12:15pm (travel time)
Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: Jennifer Shephard

12:15pm - 1:30pm ** BLISS+ Lunch w/ Distinguished Speaker - Paul Chang
Where: TBD
Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: Jennifer Shephard
Who: jmsheph@fas.harvard.edu, BLISS events

1:30pm - 1:45pm (travel time)
Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: Jennifer Shephard

Fri Jul 14, 2017

12pm - 2pm
Nvivo workshop for anyone who is interested - RSVP necessary for lunch
Where: Cabot Science Library Instruction Room
Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: Jennifer Shephard
Who: BLISS events, jmsheph@fas.harvard.edu

Wed Jul 19, 2017

12pm - 12:15pm (travel time)
Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: Jennifer Shephard

12:15pm - 1:45pm ** BLISS+ Lunchtime Grad School Discussion
Where: Dudley House Graduate Student Lounge
Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: Jennifer Shephard

1:45pm - 2pm (travel time)
Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: Jennifer Shephard

Thu Jul 20, 2017

12pm - 12:15pm (travel time)
Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: Jennifer Shephard
**BLISS+ Time Management & Anti-Procrastination Workshop**

Where: Bureau of Study Counsel, 5-7 Linden Street, Cambridge, MA 02138, USA

Calendar: BLISS events

Created by: Jennifer Shephard

Description:

"24/7" can often seem insufficient. Topics include how to prioritize tasks, increase productivity, improve lifestyle balance, and get real with oneself!

---

**BLISS+ et al. The Art of Public Speaking for Researchers**

Where: Lev Old Library Theater

Calendar: BLISS events

Created by: Jennifer Shephard

Description: Mandatory for all programs. There may be two sessions. Details TBA.

---

**BLISS+ Lunch w/ Distinguished Speaker - Caroline Light**

Where: Dudley House Graduate Student Lounge

Calendar: BLISS events

Created by: Jennifer Shephard

---

**BLISS + SHARP Art Museum Tour**

Where: Fogg Art Museum

Calendar: BLISS events

Created by: Jennifer Shephard

Description:

Be inside front entrance of Fogg by 10:45a. Tour will depart promptly, and will finish around 11:45a, after which we'll proceed to lunch location (either a picnic in the Harvard Yard near back entrance to Sever if it's sunny, or inside in a TBD location if rainy).
**BLISS events**

**Mon Jul 31, 2017**

**7:45pm - 10:15pm  ** **BLISS+ et al. Presentation Practicum**

*Where:* Lev D-Hall  
*Calendar:* BLISS events  
*Created by:* Jennifer Shephard

**Tue Aug 1, 2017**

**12pm - 12:15pm (travel time)**

*Calendar:* BLISS events  
*Created by:* Jennifer Shephard

**12:15pm - 1:45pm**

**BLISS+ Lunch w/ Distinguished Speaker - Annette Gordon-Reed**

*Where:* Robinson Hall Library  
*Calendar:* BLISS events  
*Created by:* Jennifer Shephard

**1:45pm - 2pm (travel time)**

*Calendar:* BLISS events  
*Created by:* Jennifer Shephard

**7:30pm - 9pm** PRISE Distinguished Speaker - Shah Khoshbin

*Where:* Sever 113  
*Calendar:* BLISS events  
*Created by:* Jennifer Shephard  
*Description:* Not at all required, but he gives a great talk--highly accessible regardless of disciplinary background, with beautiful slides.

**Thu Aug 3, 2017**

**5:30pm - 7:30pm** Dinner "Office Hours" w/ Jennifer

*Where:* Leverett SCR  
*Calendar:* BLISS events  
*Created by:* Jennifer Shephard  
*Description:* In case you have any final questions, thoughts, concerns, ideas you'd like to share. Not mandatory! :-)

**7:30pm - 8:30pm** Discussion w/ Kevin Casey, Harvard's "lobbyist"

*Where:* Lev Library Theater  
*Calendar:* BLISS events  
*Created by:* Jennifer Shephard  
*Description:* Not mandatory, but I think this will be interesting! As Associate VicePresident of Harvard University, where he directs the Office of Public Affairs and Communications (HPAC) and the Office of Governmental Relations (OGR), Kevin has a broad portfolio, and oversees all of the issues facing one of the largest research universities in the world with respect to the local, state, and federal government. He works closely with Harvard faculty and Congress as well as the various federal agencies (DOE, NIH, FDA, NSF) and has handled issues ranging from human embryonic stem cell policy, federal research funding, drug development and approval, environmental and energy policy, intellectual property law, venture capital, and technology licensing. Kevin was also formerly Chief of Staff to current United States Senator Ed Markey (D-MA). When Drew Faust goes to Washington, Kevin's office is the onethat sets up meetings with members of Congress, etc.
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Tue Aug 8, 2017

9:30am - 1:30pm ** BLISS+ Presentations - Mentors encouraged to attend
Where: Sever Hall 102
Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: Jennifer Shephard
Description: Presenters on this day include: 10:00a Ike and Val 10:25 Vanessa 10:45 Bruno & Scott 11:15 (photo session & break) 11:40 Enya 12:00p Jordan 12:20 Francesca 12:40 Stephanie 1:00 Akash

5:30pm - 9:30pm PI Thankyou Dinner
Where: Lev D-Hall
Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: Jennifer Shephard
Description: Details TBD

Wed Aug 9, 2017

9:30am - 1pm ** BLISS+ Presentations - Mentors encouraged to attend
Where: Sever Hall 102 (tentatively)
Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: Jennifer Shephard
Description: Presenters on this day include: 10:00a Sally and Julia 10:30 Sienna 10:50 Charles 11:10 Daniel (break) 11:40 Sierra 12:00p Serges 12:20 Will 12:40 Matthew

1pm - 2:30pm ** BLISS+ Fellows Closing Lunch
Where: TBD
Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: Jennifer Shephard

Thu Aug 10, 2017

5:30pm - 9:30pm Closing Dinner for HSURV Fellows
Where: TBA
Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: Jennifer Shephard
Description: Time window approximate. Dinner is for Fellows only, not Mentors. Not mandatory, but you probably don't want to miss it.

Sat Aug 12, 2017

5pm - 5pm Move-out Deadline
Calendar: BLISS events
Created by: Jennifer Shephard
Description: Everyone must be entirely moved out by 5pm.